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7s contain -CT- 

ABDUCTS ABCDSTU ABDUCT, to draw away from original position [v-ED, -ING, -S] 

ACTABLE AABCELT suitable for performance on stage [adj] 

ACTINAL AACILNT having tentacles (elongated, flexible appendage of some animals) [adj] 

ACTINGS ACGINST ACTING, occupation of actor [n] 

ACTINIA AACIINT marine animal [n -E, -S] 

ACTINIC ACCIINT pertaining to actinism (property of radiant energy that effects chemical changes) [adj] 

ACTINON ACINNOT isotope of radon [n -S] 

ACTIONS ACINOST ACTION, to bring lawsuit against [v] 

ACTIVES ACEISTV ACTIVE, participating member of organization [n] 

ACTORLY ACLORTY ACTOR, theatrical performer [adj] 

ACTRESS ACERSST female actor [n -ES] 

ACTUARY AACRTUY statistician who computes insurance risks and premiums [n -RIES] 

ACTUATE AACETTU to set into action or motion [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ADDICTS ACDDIST ADDICT, to devote or surrender to something habitually or compulsively [v] 

ADDUCTS ACDDSTU ADDUCT, to draw toward main axis [v] 

ADVECTS ACDESTV ADVECT, to convey or transport by flow of fluid [v] 

AFFECTS ACEFFST AFFECT, to give false appearance of [v] 

ARCTICS ACCIRST ARCTIC, warm, waterproof overshoe [n] 

ASPECTS ACEPSST ASPECT, appearance of something to eye or mind [n] 

ATACTIC AACCITT showing no regularity of structure [adj] 

AUCTION ACINOTU to sell publicly to highest bidder [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BISECTS BCEISST BISECT, to cut into two parts [v] 

BRACTED ABCDERT BRACT, leaflike plant part [adj] 

CACTOID ACCDIOT CACTUS, plant native to arid regions [adj] 

COACTED ACCDEOT COACT, to act together [v] 

COACTOR ACCOORT fellow actor in production [n -S] 

CTENOID CDEINOT comblike (resembling comb) [adj] 

DACTYLI ACDILTY DACTYLUS, leg joint of certain insects [n] 

DACTYLS ACDLSTY DACTYL, type of metrical foot [n] 

DECOCTS CCDEOST DECOCT, to extract flavor of by boiling [v] 

DEDUCTS CDDESTU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v] 

DEFECTS CDEEFST DEFECT, to desert allegiance [v] 

DEJECTA ACDEEJT excrements (excrement) [n DEJECTA] 

DEJECTS CDEEJST DEJECT, to depress (to make sad) [v] 

DELICTS CDEILST DELICT, offense against civil law [n] 

DEPICTS CDEIPST DEPICT, to portray (to represent pictorially) [v] 

DETECTS CDEESTT DETECT, to discover or perceive [v] 

DICTATE ACDEITT to read aloud for recording [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DICTIER CDEIIRT DICTY, snobbish (characteristic of snob) [adj] 

DICTION CDIINOT choice and use of words in speech or writing [n -S] 

DICTUMS CDIMSTU DICTUM, authoritative statement [n] 

DIDACTS ACDDIST DIDACT, didactic person [n] 

DIRECTS CDEIRST DIRECT, to control or conduct affairs of [v] 

DOCTORS CDOORST DOCTOR, to treat medically [v] 

DUCTILE CDEILTU easily molded or shaped [adj] 
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DUCTING CDGINTU system of ducts [n -S] / DUCT, to convey through duct (tubular passage) [v] 

DUCTULE CDELTUU small duct [n -S] 

ECTASES ACEESST ECTASIS, lengthening of usually short syllable [n] 

ECTASIS ACEISST lengthening of usually short syllable [n -SES] 

ECTATIC ACCEITT ECTASIS, lengthening of usually short syllable [adj] 

ECTHYMA ACEHMTY virus disease [n -TA] 

ECTOPIA ACEIOPT congenital displacement of parts or organs [n -S] 

ECTOPIC CCEIOPT ECTOPIA, congenital displacement of parts or organs [adj] 

ECTOZOA ACEOOTZ ECTOZOON, parasite on body of animal [n] 

ECTYPAL ACELPTY ECTYPE, copy [adj] 

ECTYPES CEEPSTY ECTYPE, copy [n] 

EDICTAL ACDEILT EDICT, authoritative order having force of law [adj] 

EDUCTOR CDEORTU one that educes (to draw forth or bring out) [n -S] 

EFFECTS CEEFFST EFFECT, to bring about [v] 

EJECTED CDEEEJT EJECT, to throw out forcibly [v] 

EJECTOR CEEJORT one that ejects (to throw out forcibly) [n -S] 

ELECTED CDEEELT ELECT, to select by vote for office [v] 

ELECTEE CEEEELT person who has been elected [n -S] 

ELECTOR CEELORT one that elects (to select by vote for office) [n -S] 

ELECTRO CEELORT to make metallic copy of page of type for printing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENACTED ACDEENT ENACT, to make into law [v] 

ENACTOR ACENORT one that enacts (to make into law) [n -S] 

ERECTED CDEEERT ERECT, to build (to construct) [v] 

ERECTER CEEERRT erector (one that erects (to build)) [n -S] 

ERECTLY CEELRTY in upright manner [adv] 

ERECTOR CEEORRT one that erects (to build (to construct)) [n -S] 

ERUCTED CDEERTU ERUCT, to belch (to expel gas through mouth) [v] 

EVICTED CDEEITV EVICT, to expel by legal process [v] 

EVICTEE CEEEITV one that is evicted [n -S] 

EVICTOR CEIORTV one that evicts (to expel by legal process) [n -S] 

EXACTAS AACESTX EXACTA, type of horse racing bet [n] 

EXACTED ACDEETX EXACT, to force payment or yielding of [v] 

EXACTER ACEERTX EXACT, precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated) [adj] / one that exacts (to force payment or yielding of) [n -S] 

EXACTLY ACELTXY in exact (precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated)) manner [adv] 

EXACTOR ACEORTX exacter (one that exacts (to force payment or yielding of)) [n -S] 

EXPECTS CEEPSTX EXPECT, to anticipate [v] 

EXSECTS CEESSTX EXSECT, to cut out [v] 

FACTFUL ACFFLTU FACT, something known with certainty [adj] 

FACTICE ACCEFIT rubber-like material [n -S] 

FACTION ACFINOT clique within larger group [n -S] 

FACTOID ACDFIOT brief news item [n -S] 

FACTORS ACFORST FACTOR, to express as product of two or more quantities [v] 

FACTORY ACFORTY building or group of buildings in which goods are manufactured [n -RIES] 

FACTUAL AACFLTU pertaining to facts (something known with certainty) [adj] 

FACTUMS ACFMSTU FACTUM, statement of facts of case being appealed [n] 

FACTURE ACEFRTU act of making something [n -S] 
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FICTILE CEFIILT moldable (to work into particular shape) [adj] 

FICTION CFIINOT literary work whose content is produced by imagination [n -S] 

FICTIVE CEFIITV imaginary [adj] 

FRACTAL AACFLRT complex geometric curve [n -S] 

FRACTED ACDEFRT broken (shattered) [adj] 

FRACTUR ACFRRTU fraktur (style of type) [n -S] 

FRACTUS ACFRSTU ragged cloud [n -TI] 

FUNCTOR CFNORTU one that functions (to be in action) [n -S] 

HECTARE ACEEHRT unit of area [n -S] 

HECTICS CCEHIST HECTIC, fever accompanied by flushed cheeks [n] 

HECTORS CEHORST HECTOR, to bully (to treat abusively) [v] 

ICTERIC CCEIIRT remedy for icterus [n -S] 

ICTERUS CEIRSTU diseased condition of liver [n -ES] 

ICTUSES CEISSTU ICTUS, recurring stress or beat in poetical form [n] 

IMPACTS ACIMPST IMPACT, to pack firmly together [v] 

INDICTS CDIINST INDICT, to charge with crime [v] 

INDUCTS CDINSTU INDUCT, to bring into military service [v] 

INFECTS CEFINST INFECT, to contaminate with disease-producing germs [v] 

INJECTS CEIJNST INJECT, to force fluid into [v] 

INSECTS CEINSST INSECT, any of class of small invertebrate animals [n] 

LACTAMS AACLMST LACTAM, chemical compound [n] 

LACTARY AACLRTY pertaining to milk [adj] 

LACTASE AACELST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

LACTATE AACELTT to secrete milk [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LACTEAL AACELLT lymphatic vessel [n -S] 

LACTEAN AACELNT lacteous (resembling milk) [adj] 

LACTONE ACELNOT any of group of esters [n -S] 

LACTOSE ACELOST lactic sugar [n -S] 

LECTERN CEELNRT reading desk [n -S] 

LECTINS CEILNST LECTIN, protein that binds to sugar molecule [n] 

LECTION CEILNOT portion of sacred writing read in church service [n -S] 

LECTORS CELORST LECTOR, reader of lessons in church service [n] 

LECTURE CEELRTU to expound on specific subject [v -D, -RING, -S] 

LICTORS CILORST LICTOR, magistrate's attendant in ancient Rome [n] 

LINCTUS CILNSTU syrupy medicine [n -ES] 

MISACTS ACIMSST MISACT, to act badly [v] 

MULCTED CDELMTU MULCT, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

NECTARS ACENRST NECTAR, delicious drink [n] 

NECTARY ACENRTY plant gland [n -RIES] 

NICTATE ACEINTT to wink (to close and open one eye quickly) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NOCTUID CDINOTU night-flying moth [n -S] 

NOCTULE CELNOTU large bat [n -S] 

NOCTURN CNNORTU religious service [n -S] 

OBJECTS BCEJOST OBJECT, to argue in opposition [v] 

OCTADIC ACCDIOT OCTAD, group of eight [adj] 

OCTAGON ACGNOOT eight-sided polygon [n -S] 
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OCTANES ACENOST OCTANE, liquid hydrocarbon [n] 

OCTANOL ACLNOOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

OCTANTS ACNOSTT OCTANT, eighth of circle [n] 

OCTAVAL AACLOTV OCTAVE, type of musical interval [adj] 

OCTAVES ACEOSTV OCTAVE, type of musical interval [n] 

OCTAVOS ACOOSTV OCTAVO, page size [n] 

OCTETTE CEEOTTT octet (group of eight) [n -S] 

OCTOPOD CDOOOPT any of order of eight-armed mollusks [n -S] 

OCTOPUS COOPSTU nocturnal octopod [n -PI, -PODES, -ES] 

OCTROIS CIOORST OCTROI, tax on certain articles brought into city [n] 

OCTUPLE CELOPTU to multiply by eight [v -D, -S, -LING] 

OCTUPLY CLOPTUY to eight times degree [adv] 

ORECTIC CCEIORT pertaining to appetites or desires [adj] 

OUTACTS ACOSTTU OUTACT, to surpass in acting [v] 

PACTION ACINOPT pact (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n -S] 

PECTASE ACEEPST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

PECTATE ACEEPTT chemical salt [n -S] 

PECTENS CEENPST PECTEN, comblike anatomical part [n] 

PECTINS CEINPST PECTIN, carbohydrate derivative [n] 

PECTIZE CEEIPTZ to change into jelly [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PICTURE CEIPRTU to make visual representation of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PLECTRA ACELPRT PLECTRON, plectrum (implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument) [n] / PLECTRUM [n] 

PRACTIC ACCIPRT practical [adj] 

PREACTS ACEPRST PREACT, to act beforehand [v] 

PROCTOR COOPRRT to supervise [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PUNCTUM CMNPTUU opening of tear duct [n PUNCTA] 

REACTED ACDEERT REACT, to respond to stimulus [v] 

REACTOR ACEORRT one that reacts (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

RECTIFY CEFIRTY to correct (to make free from error) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

RECTORS CEORRST RECTOR, clergyman in charge of parish [n] 

RECTORY CEORRTY rector's dwelling [n -RIES] 

RECTRIX CEIRRTX feather of bird's tail [n -ICES] 

RECTUMS CEMRSTU RECTUM, terminal portion of large intestine [n] 

REDACTS ACDERST REDACT, to prepare for publication [v] 

REFECTS CEEFRST REFECT, to refresh with food and drink [v] 

REJECTS CEEJRST REJECT, to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of [v] 

RELICTS CEILRST RELICT, organism surviving in changed environment [n] 

RELUCTS CELRSTU RELUCT, to show opposition [v] 

RESECTS CEERSST RESECT, to excise part of organ or structure surgically [v] 

RUCTION CINORTU ruckus (noisy disturbance) [n -S] 

SANCTUM ACMNSTU sacred place [n -TA, -S] 

SECTARY ACERSTY member of sect [n -RIES] 

SECTILE CEEILST capable of being cut smoothly [adj] 

SECTION CEINOST to divide into sections (distinct parts) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SECTORS CEORSST SECTOR, to divide into sectors (sections) [v] 

SELECTS CEELSST SELECT, to choose (to take by preference) [v] 
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SMECTIC CCEIMST pertaining to phase of liquid crystal [adj] 

SPECTED CDEEPST SPECT, to expect (to anticipate) [v] 

SPECTER CEEPRST visible disembodied spirit [n -S] 

SPECTRA ACEPRST SPECTRUM, array of components of light wave [n] 

SPECTRE CEEPRST specter (visible disembodied spirit) [n -S] 

STACTES ACESSTT STACTE, spice used by ancient Jews in making incense [n] 

SUCTION CINOSTU to remove by process of sucking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TACTFUL ACFLTTU having tact (skill in dealing with delicate situations) [adj] 

TACTICS ACCISTT TACTIC, maneuver for gaining objective [n] 

TACTILE ACEILTT pertaining to sense of touch [adj] 

TACTION ACINOTT act of touching (to be in or come into contact with) [n -S] 

TACTUAL AACLTTU tactile (pertaining to sense of touch) [adj] 

TECTITE CEEITTT tektite (glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin) [n -S] 

TECTRIX CEIRTTX small feather of bird's wing [n -ICES] 

TECTUMS CEMSTTU TECTUM, rooflike structure [n] 

TICTACS ACCISTT TICTAC, to ticktock (to make ticking sound of clock) [v] 

TICTOCS CCIOSTT TICTOC, to ticktock (to make ticking sound of clock) [v] 

TINCTED CDEINTT TINCT, to tinge (to apply trace of color to) [v] 

TRACTOR ACORRTT motor vehicle used in farming [n -S] 

UNACTED ACDENTU not acted (to do something) [adj] 

UNCTION CINNOTU act of anointing (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [n -S] 

VECTORS CEORSTV VECTOR, to guide in flight by means of radioed directions [v] 

VICTIMS CIIMSTV VICTIM, one who suffers from destructive or injurious action [n] 

VICTORS CIORSTV VICTOR, one who defeats adversary (opponent (one that opposes another)) [n] 

VICTORY CIORTVY successful outcome in contest or struggle [n -RIES] 

VICTUAL ACILTUV to provide with food [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

 

7s end -CT 

ABREACT AABCERT to release repressed emotions by reliving original traumatic experience [v 

ADJUNCT ACDJNTU something attached in subordinate position [n -S] 

AFFLICT ACFFILT to distress with mental or physical pain [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

APOMICT ACIMOPT organism produced by apomixis [n -S] 

ASTRICT ACIRSTT to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ATTRACT AACRTTT to cause to approach or adhere [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CATHECT ACCEHTT to invest with psychic energy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COENACT ACCENOT to enact jointly or at same time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COERECT CCEEORT to erect together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COLLECT CCELLOT to bring together in group [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPACT ACCMOPT closely and firmly united [adj -ER, -EST] / to pack closely together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCOCT CCCNOOT to prepare by combining ingredients [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONDUCT CCDNOTU to lead or guide [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONFECT CCEFNOT to prepare from various ingredients [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONNECT CCENNOT to join together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTACT ACCNOTT to communicate with [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONVECT CCENOTV to transfer heat by process of circulation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONVICT CCINOTV to prove guilty [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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CORRECT CCEORRT free from error [adj -ER, -EST] / to make free from error [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFLECT CDEEFLT to turn aside [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFUNCT CDEFNTU deceased [adj] 

DEICTIC CCDEIIT word or phrase that specifies identity or location [n -S] 

DETRACT ACDERTT to take away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIALECT ACDEILT regional variety of language [n -S] 

DISJECT CDEIJST to disperse (to scatter (to go or send in various directions)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISSECT CDEISST to cut apart for scientific examination [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXTINCT CEINTTX to extinguish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXTRACT ACERTTX to pull or draw out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INEXACT ACEINTX not exact (precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated)) [adj] 

INFARCT ACFINRT area of dead or dying tissue [n -S] 

INFLECT CEFILNT to bend (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INFLICT CFIILNT to cause to be endured; impose [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INFRACT ACFINRT to break legal rule [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSPECT CEINPST to look carefully at or over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NEGLECT CEEGLNT to fail to pay attention to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NONFACT ACFNNOT statement not based on fact [n -S] 

OVERACT ACEORTV to act with exaggeration [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVIDUCT CDIOTUV tube through which ova travel from ovary [n -S] 

PANDECT ACDENPT complete body of laws [n -S] 

PERFECT CEEFPRT lacking fault or defect; of extreme kind [adj -ER, -EST] / to make perfect [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLAYACT AACLPTY to take part in theatrical performance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PORRECT CEOPRRT extended forward [adj] 

PREDICT CDEIPRT to tell of or about in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREFECT CEEFPRT ancient Roman official [n -S] 

PRELECT CEELPRT to lecture (to expound on specific subject) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRODUCT CDOPRTU something produced by labor or effort [n -S] 

PROJECT CEJOPRT to extend outward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROSECT CEOPRST to dissect (to cut apart for scientific examination) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROTECT CEOPRTT to keep from harm, attack, or injury [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEJECT CEEEJRT to eject again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REELECT CEEELRT to elect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REENACT ACEENRT to enact again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REERECT CEEERRT to erect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFLECT CEEFLRT to turn or throw back from surface [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFRACT ACEFRRT to deflect in particular manner, as ray of light [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESPECT CEEPRST to have high regard for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETRACT ACERRTT to take back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBDUCT BCDSTUU to subduce (to take away) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBJECT BCEJSTU to cause to experience [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBSECT BCESSTU sect directly derived from another [n -S] 

SUSPECT CEPSSTU to think guilty on slight evidence [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAJECT ACEJRTT to transmit (to send from one place or person to another) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRISECT CEIRSTT to divide into three equal parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VERDICT CDEIRTV decision at end of legal proceeding [n -S] 
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VIADUCT ACDITUV type of bridge [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s contain -CT- 

ABDUCTED ABCDDETU ABDUCT, to draw away from original position [v] 

ABDUCTEE ABCDEETU one that has been abducted [n -S] 

ABDUCTOR ABCDORTU abducent muscle [n -ES, -S] 

ABJECTLY ABCEJLTY ABJECT, sunk to low condition [adv] 

ACTINIAN AACIINNT actinia (marine animal) [n -S] 

ACTINIDE ACDEIINT any of series of radioactive elements [n -S] 

ACTINISM ACIIMNST property of radiant energy that effects chemical changes [n -S] 

ACTINIUM ACIIMNTU radioactive element [n -S] 

ACTINOID ACDIINOT actinide (any of series of radioactive elements) [n -S] 

ACTIONED ACDEINOT ACTION, to bring lawsuit against [v] 

ACTIONER ACEINORT film with exciting action [n -S] 

ACTIVATE AACEITTV to set in motion [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ACTIVELY ACEILTVY with activity [adv] 

ACTIVISM ACIIMSTV doctrine that emphasizes direct and decisive action [n -S] 

ACTIVIST ACIISTTV advocate of activism [n -S] 

ACTIVITY ACIITTVY brisk action or movement [n -TIES] 

ACTIVIZE ACEIITVZ to activate (to set in motion) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ACTORISH ACHIORST ACTOR, theatrical performer [adj] 

ACTRESSY ACERSSTY ACTRESS, female actor [adj] 

ACTUALLY AACLLTUY ACTUAL, existing in fact [adv] 

ACTUATOR AACORTTU one that actuates (to set into action or motion) [n -S] 

ADDICTED ACDDDEIT ADDICT, to devote or surrender to something habitually or compulsively [v] 

ADDUCTED ACDDDETU ADDUCT, to draw toward main axis [v] 

ADDUCTOR ACDDORTU adducent muscle [n -S] 

ADVECTED ACDDEETV ADVECT, to convey or transport by flow of fluid [v] 

AFFECTED ACDEEFFT AFFECT, to give false appearance of [v] 

AFFECTER ACEEFFRT one that affects (to give false appearance of) [n -S] 

ANALECTA AAACELNT analects (selections from literary work or group of works) [n ANALECTA] 

ANALECTS AACELNST selections from literary work or group of works [n -S] 

APRACTIC AACCIPRT APRAXIA, loss of ability to perform coordinated movements [adj] 

BACTERIA AABCEIRT group of microscopic organisms [n -S] 

BACTERIN ABCEINRT vaccine prepared from dead bacteria [n -S] 

BISECTED BCDEEIST BISECT, to cut into two parts [v] 

BISECTOR BCEIORST something that bisects (to cut into two parts) [n -S] 

BRACTEAL AABCELRT BRACT, leaflike plant part [adj] 

BRACTLET ABCELRTT small bract [n -S] 

CACTUSES ACCESSTU CACTUS, plant native to arid regions [n] 

CALCTUFA AACCFLTU mineral deposit [n -S] 

CALCTUFF ACCFFLTU calctufa (mineral deposit) [n -S] 

CINCTURE CCEINRTU to gird or encircle [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COACTING ACCGINOT COACT, to act together [v] 
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COACTION ACCINOOT joint action [n -S] 

COACTIVE ACCEIOTV mutually active [adj] 

COFACTOR ACCFOORT coenzyme (substance necessary for functioning of certain enzymes) [n -S] 

CTENIDIA ACDEIINT comblike anatomical structures [n CTENIDIA] 

DACTYLIC ACCDILTY verse consisting of dactyls [n -S] 

DACTYLUS ACDLSTUY leg joint of certain insects [n -LI] 

DECOCTED CCDDEEOT DECOCT, to extract flavor of by boiling [v] 

DEDUCTED CDDDEETU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v] 

DEFECTED CDDEEEFT DEFECT, to desert allegiance [v] 

DEFECTOR CDEEFORT one that defects (to desert allegiance) [n -S] 

DEJECTED CDDEEEJT DEJECT, to depress (to make sad) [v] 

DEPICTED CDDEEIPT DEPICT, to portray (to represent pictorially) [v] 

DEPICTER CDEEIPRT one that depicts (to portray (to represent pictorially)) [n -S] 

DEPICTOR CDEIOPRT depicter (one that depicts (to portray)) [n -S] 

DETECTED CDDEEETT DETECT, to discover or perceive [v] 

DETECTER CDEEERTT detector (one that detects (to discover or perceive)) [n -S] 

DETECTOR CDEEORTT one that detects (to discover or perceive) [n -S] 

DICTATOR ACDIORTT one that dictates (to read aloud for recording) [n -S] 

DICTIEST CDEIISTT DICTY, snobbish (characteristic of snob) [adj] 

DIDACTIC ACCDDIIT instructive [adj] 

DIDACTYL ACDDILTY having two digits at end of each limb [adj] 

DIRECTED CDDEEIRT DIRECT, to control or conduct affairs of [v] 

DIRECTER CDEEIRRT DIRECT, straightforward [adj] 

DIRECTLY CDEILRTY DIRECT, straightforward [adv] 

DIRECTOR CDEIORRT one that directs (to control or conduct affairs of) [n -S] 

DOCTORAL ACDLOORT pertaining to doctor [adj] 

DOCTORED CDDEOORT DOCTOR, to treat medically [v] 

DOCTORLY CDLOORTY DOCTOR, to treat medically [adj] 

DOCTRINE CDEINORT belief or set of beliefs taught or advocated [n -S] 

DUCTLESS CDELSSTU being without duct [adj] 

DUCTWORK CDKORTUW system of ducts [n -S] 

ECTODERM CDEEMORT outermost germ layer of embryo [n -S] 

ECTOGENE CEEEGNOT gene involved in development of embryo in artificial conditions [n -S] 

ECTOMERE CEEEMORT cell that develops into ectoderm [n -S] 

ECTOSARC ACCEORST outermost layer of protoplasm of certain protozoans [n -S] 

ECTOZOAN ACENOOTZ ectozoon (parasite on body of animal) [n -S] 

ECTOZOON CENOOOTZ parasite on body of animal [n -ZOA] 

EDUCTION CDEINOTU act of educing (to draw forth or bring out) [n -S]  

EFFECTED CDEEEFFT EFFECT, to bring about [v] 

EFFECTER CEEEFFRT effector (bodily organ that responds to nerve impulse) [n -S] 

EFFECTOR CEEFFORT bodily organ that responds to nerve impulse [n -S] 

EJECTING CEEGIJNT EJECT, to throw out forcibly [v] 

EJECTION CEEIJNOT act of ejecting (to throw out forcibly) [n -S] 

EJECTIVE CEEEIJTV sound produced with air compressed above closed glottis [n -S] 

ELECTING CEEGILNT ELECT, to select by vote for office [v] 

ELECTION CEEILNOT act of electing (to select by vote for office) [n -S] 
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ELECTIVE CEEEILTV optional course of study [n -S] 

ELECTRET CEEELRTT type of nonconductor [n -S] 

ELECTRIC CCEEILRT something run by electricity [n -S] 

ELECTRON CEELNORT elementary particle [n -S] 

ELECTRUM CEELMRTU alloy of gold and silver [n -S] 

ELENCTIC CCEEILNT ELENCHUS, logical refutation [adj] 

ENACTING ACEGINNT ENACT, to make into law [v] 

ENACTION ACEINNOT action of enacting [n -S] 

ENACTIVE ACEEINTV having power to enact [adj] 

ENACTORY ACENORTY pertaining to enactment of law [adj] 

ERECTILE CEEEILRT capable of being raised upright [adj] 

ERECTING CEEGINRT ERECT, to build (to construct) [v] 

ERECTION CEEINORT act of erecting (to build (to construct)) [n -S] 

ERECTIVE CEEEIRTV tending to erect [adj] 

ERUCTATE ACEERTTU to eruct (to belch (to expel gas through mouth)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ERUCTING CEGINRTU ERUCT, to belch (to expel gas through mouth) [v] 

EUTECTIC CCEEITTU alloy that has lowest possible melting point [n -S] 

EVECTION CEEINOTV irregularity in moon's motion [n -S] 

EVICTING CEGIINTV EVICT, to expel by legal process [v] 

EVICTION CEIINOTV act of evicting (to expel by legal process) [n -S] 

EXACTEST ACEESTTX EXACT, precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated) [adj] 

EXACTING ACEGINTX EXACT, to force payment or yielding of [v] 

EXACTION ACEINOTX act of exacting (to force payment or yielding of) [n -S] 

EXPECTED CDEEEPTX EXPECT, to anticipate [v] 

EXPECTER CEEEPRTX one that expects (to anticipate) [n -S] 

EXSECTED CDEEESTX EXSECT, to cut out [v] 

FACTIOUS ACFIOSTU promoting dissension [adj] 

FACTORED ACDEFORT FACTOR, to express as product of two or more quantities [v] 

FACTOTUM ACFMOTTU person employed to do many kinds of work [n -S] 

FLECTION CEFILNOT act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [n -S] 

FRACTION ACFINORT to divide into portions [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRACTURE ACEFRRTU to break (to reduce to fragments) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

FRICTION CFIINORT rubbing of one body against another [n -S] 

FRUCTIFY CFFIRTUY to bear fruit [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

FRUCTOSE CEFORSTU sugar found in various fruits [n -S] 

FUNCTION CFINNOTU to be in action [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GALACTIC AACCGILT pertaining to galaxy (large system of celestial bodies) [adj] 

HECTICAL ACCEHILT hectic (filled with turmoil) [adj] 

HECTICLY CCEHILTY HECTIC, filled with turmoil [adv] 

HECTORED CDEEHORT HECTOR, to bully (to treat abusively) [v] 

HOACTZIN ACHINOTZ hoatzin (tropical bird) [n -ES, -S] 

IMPACTED ACDEIMPT IMPACT, to pack firmly together [v] 

IMPACTER ACEIMPRT one that impacts (to pack firmly together) [n -S] 

IMPACTOR ACIMOPRT impacter (one that impacts (to pack firmly together)) [n -S] 

INACTION ACIINNOT lack of action [n -S] 

INACTIVE ACEIINTV not active [adj] 
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INDICTED CDDEIINT INDICT, to charge with crime [v] 

INDICTEE CDEEIINT one that is indicted [n -S] 

INDICTER CDEIINRT one that indicts (to charge with crime) [n -S] 

INDICTOR CDIINORT indicter (one that indicts (to charge with crime)) [n -S] 

INDUCTED CDDEINTU INDUCT, to bring into military service [v] 

INDUCTEE CDEEINTU one that is inducted [n -S] 

INDUCTOR CDINORTU one that inducts (to bring into military service) [n -S] 

INFECTED CDEEFINT INFECT, to contaminate with disease-producing germs [v] 

INFECTER CEEFINRT one that infects (to contaminate with disease-producing germs) [n -S] 

INFECTOR CEFINORT infecter (one that infects (to contaminate with disease-producing germs)) [n -S] 

INFLICTS CFIILNST INFLICT, to cause to be endured; impose [v] 

INJECTED CDEEIJNT INJECT, to force fluid into [v] 

INJECTOR CEIJNORT one that injects (to force fluid into) [n -S] 

INSECTAN ACEINNST pertaining to insects (any of class of small invertebrate animals) [adj] 

INTACTLY ACILNTTY INTACT, not damaged in any way [adv] 

INTERACT ACEINRTT to act on each other [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INVECTED CDEEINTV edged by convex curves [adj] 

JUNCTION CIJNNOTU place where things join [n -S] 

JUNCTURE CEJNRTUU act of joining (to unite (to bring together so as to form whole)) [n -S] 

LACTEOUS ACELOSTU resembling milk [adj] 

LACTITOL ACILLOTT artificial sweetener [n -S] 

LECTURER CEELRRTU one that lectures (to expound on specific subject) [n -S] 

MISACTED ACDEIMST MISACT, to act badly [v] 

MULCTING CGILMNTU MULCT, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

NOCTUOID CDINOOTU NOCTUID, night-flying moth [adj] 

NOCTURNE CENNORTU musical composition [n -S] 

NONACTOR ACNNOORT person who is not actor [n -S] 

OBJECTED BCDEEJOT OBJECT, to argue in opposition [v] 

OBJECTOR BCEJOORT one that objects (to argue in opposition) [n -S] 

OBTECTED BCDEEOTT obtect (covered by hardened secretion) [adj] 

OCTANGLE ACEGLNOT octagon (eight-sided polygon) [n -S] 

OCTANTAL AACLNOTT OCTANT, eighth of circle [adj] 

OCTARCHY ACCHORTY government by eight persons [n -HIES] 

OCTONARY ACNOORTY stanza of eight lines [n -RIES] 

OCTOPOID CDIOOOPT resembling octopus (nocturnal octopod) [adj] 

OCTOROON CNOOOORT person of one-eighth black ancestry [n -S] 

OCTUPLET CELOPTTU group of eight related items [n -S] 

OCTUPLEX CELOPTUX being eight times as great [adj] 

ORECTIVE CEEIORTV orectic (pertaining to appetites or desires) [adj] 

OUTACTED ACDEOTTU OUTACT, to surpass in acting [v] 

PECTINES CEEINPST PECTEN, comblike anatomical part [n] 

PECTORAL ACELOPRT something worn on breast [n -S] 

PERFECTA ACEEFPRT system of betting [n -S] 

PERFECTO CEEFOPRT medium-sized cigar [n -S] 

PLECTRON CELNOPRT plectrum (implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument) [n -RA, -S] 

PLECTRUM CELMPRTU implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument [n -RA, -S] 
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PRACTICE ACCEIPRT to perform often so as to acquire skill [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PRACTISE ACEIPRST to practice (to perform often so as to acquire skill) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PREACTED ACDEEPRT PREACT, to act beforehand [v] 

PUNCTATE ACENPTTU covered with dots [adj] 

PUNCTUAL ACLNPTUU being on time [adj] 

PUNCTURE CENPRTUU to pierce with pointed object [v -D, -RING, -S] 

REACTANT AACENRTT one that reacts (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

REACTING ACEGINRT REACT, to respond to stimulus [v] 

REACTION ACEINORT act of reacting (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

REACTIVE ACEEIRTV tending to react [adj] 

RECTALLY ACELLRTY RECTAL, pertaining to rectum (terminal portion of large intestine) [adv] 

REDACTED ACDDEERT REDACT, to prepare for publication [v] 

REDACTOR ACDEORRT one that redacts (to prepare for publication) [n -S] 

REDUCTOR CDEORRTU apparatus for reduction of metallic ions in solution [n -S] 

REFECTED CDEEEFRT REFECT, to refresh with food and drink [v] 

REJECTED CDEEEJRT REJECT, to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of [v] 

REJECTEE CEEEEJRT one that is rejected [n -S] 

REJECTER CEEEJRRT one that rejects (to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of) [n -S] 

REJECTOR CEEJORRT rejecter (one that rejects (to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of)) [n -S] 

RELUCTED CDEELRTU RELUCT, to show opposition [v] 

RESECTED CDEEERST RESECT, to excise part of organ or structure surgically [v] 

RICTUSES CEIRSSTU RICTUS, expanse of open mouth [n] 

RUCTIOUS CIORSTUU quarrelsome [adj] 

SANCTIFY ACFINSTY to make holy [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SANCTION ACINNOST to authorize (to give permission for) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SANCTITY ACINSTTY holiness (state of being holy (having divine nature or origin)) [n -TIES] 

SECTORAL ACELORST of or pertaining to sector [adj] 

SECTORED CDEEORST SECTOR, to divide into sectors (sections) [v] 

SELECTED CDEEELST SELECT, to choose (to take by preference) [v] 

SELECTEE CEEEELST one that is selected [n -S] 

SELECTLY CEELLSTY by selection [adv] 

SELECTOR CEELORST one that selects (to choose (to take by preference)) [n -S] 

SMECTITE CEEIMSTT clayey mineral [n -S] 

SPECTATE ACEEPSTT to attend and view [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SPECTING CEGINPST SPECT, to expect (to anticipate) [v] 

SPECTRAL ACELPRST resembling specter (visible disembodied spirit) [adj] 

SPECTRUM CEMPRSTU array of components of light wave [n -RA, -S] 

STICTION CIINOSTT force required to begin to move body that is in contact with another body [n -S] 

STRICTER CEIRRSTT STRICT, kept within narrow and specific limits [adj] 

STRICTLY CILRSTTY STRICT, kept within narrow and specific limits [adv] 

SYNECTIC CCEINSTY pertaining to system of problem solving [adj] 

TACTICAL AACCILTT TACTIC, maneuver for gaining objective [adj] 

TACTLESS ACELSSTT lacking tact (skill in dealing with delicate situations) [adj] 

TECTONIC CCEINOTT pertaining to construction [adj] 

TINCTING CGIINNTT TINCT, to tinge (to apply trace of color to) [v] 

TINCTURE CEINRTTU to tinge (to apply trace of color to) [v -D, -RING, -S] 
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TRACTATE AACERTTT treatise (formal and systematic written account of subject) [n -D] 

TRACTILE ACEILRTT capable of being drawn out in length [adj] 

TRACTION ACINORTT act of pulling or drawing over surface [n -D] 

TRACTIVE ACEIRTTV TRACTION, act of pulling or drawing over surface [adj] 

TRACTRIX ACIRRTTX mathematical curve [n -ICES] 

TRIACTOR ACIORRTT trifecta (system of betting) [n -S] 

TRICTRAC ACCIRRTT  form of backgammon [n -S] 

TRIFECTA ACEFIRTT system of betting [n -S] 

UNCTUOUS CNOSTUUU greasy (containing or resembling grease) [adj] 

VARACTOR AACORRTV capacitor with variable capacitance [n -S] 

VECTORED CDEEORTV VECTOR, to guide in flight by means of radioed directions [v] 

VICTORIA ACIIORTV light carriage [n -S] 

VICTRESS CEIRSSTV female victor [n -ES] 

 

8s end -CT 

ABSTRACT AABCRSTT difficult to understand [adj -ER, -EST] / to take away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABSTRICT ABCIRSTT to form by cutting off [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACROLECT ACCELORT high form of language [n -S] 

AERODUCT ACDEORTU type of jet engine [n -S] 

AQUEDUCT ACDEQTUU water conduit [n -S] 

ARTEFACT AACEFRTT artifact (object made by man) [n -S] 

ARTIFACT AACFIRTT object made by man [n -S] 

BASILECT ABCEILST least prestigious language of area [n -S] 

BENEDICT BCDEEINT newly married man [n -S] 

CATARACT AAACCRTT tremendous waterfall [n -S] 

CODIRECT CCDEIORT to direct jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COEFFECT CCEEFFOT accompanying effect [n -S] 

COINFECT CCEFINOT to infect with two organisms [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPLECT CCELMOPT to weave together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONFLICT CCFILNOT to come into opposition [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONJUNCT CCJNNOTU one that is joined with another [n -S] 

CONTRACT ACCNORTT to decrease in size or volume [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DERELICT CDEEILRT something abandoned [n -S] 

DESELECT CDEEELST to dismiss from training program [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESTRUCT CDERSTTU to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIFFRACT ACDFFIRT to separate into parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISJUNCT CDIJNSTU alternative in logical disjunction [n -S] 

DISTINCT CDIINSTT clearly different [adj -ER, -EST] 

DISTRACT ACDIRSTT to divert attention of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTRICT CDIIRSTT to divide into localities [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ECLECTIC CCCEEILT one who draws his beliefs from various sources [n -S] 

IDIOLECT CDEIILOT one's speech pattern [n -S] 

INDIRECT CDEIINRT not direct (straightforward) [adj] 

INSTINCT CIINNSTT inborn behavioral pattern [n -S] 

INSTRUCT CINRSTTU to supply with knowledge [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MALEDICT ACDEILMT to curse (to wish evil upon) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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NONELECT CEELNNOT not chosen (to take by preference) [adj] 

OBSTRUCT BCORSTTU to get in way of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRAEFECT ACEEFPRT prefect (ancient Roman official) [n -S] 

PRAELECT ACEELPRT to prelect (to lecture (to expound on specific subject)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECINCT CCEINPRT subdivision of city or town [n -S] 

PREELECT CEEELPRT to elect or choose beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREENACT ACEENPRT to enact beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREERECT CEEEPRRT to erect beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROSPECT CEOPPRST to explore for mineral deposits [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROTRACT ACOPRRTT to prolong (to lengthen in duration) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

READDICT ACDDEIRT to addict again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDEFECT CDEEEFRT to defect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDIRECT CDEEIRRT to change course or direction of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINDICT CDEIINRT to indict again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINDUCT CDEINRTU to induct again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINFECT CEEFINRT to infect again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINJECT CEEIJNRT to inject again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REOBJECT BCEEJORT to object again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESELECT CEEELRST to select again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTRICT CEIRRSTT to keep within certain boundaries [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETROACT ACEORRTT to act in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBERECT BCEERSTU nearly erect [adj] 

SUBTRACT ABCRSTTU to take away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUCCINCT CCCINSTU clearly expressed in few words [adj -ER, -EST] 

TRANSACT AACNRSTT to carry out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRANSECT ACENRSTT to cut across [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNDERACT ACDENRTU to act subtly and with restraint [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

USUFRUCT CFRSTUUU legal right to use another's property so long as it is not damaged or altered [n -S] 

VIVISECT CEIISTVV to dissect living body of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 


